Saab convertable

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Welcome to Parkside Motor Store. We are proud
to offer this exceptional vehicle for sale, All of our vehicles are prepared to a rigorousstandard
and have all undergone and passed a full 90 point inspection which is carried out by ourown
onsite highly. Saab Aero Convertible bhp Manual 5 Speed. All our cars come with a FREE 3
months inclusive warranty. Excellent condition. Top of range spec! Comes with full service
history and 2 keys. It's Finished. We are operating a Click and Collect option to all customers
and you can start your deal online or by phone. Finance app. Here we have a lovely looking and
well looked after and well spec'd SAAB 2. MOT July due to covide lockdown and winter storage
only miles done since. Service history. Soft top works without fault and has just been cleaned
and re-proofed. Saab Vector Sport Convertible 1. We are experts in offering car finance to
customers across the UK. All cars are fully health. Most people who are looking for a
second-hand Saab convertible look for one from , and , but the cheapest years on Gumtree from
which you can pick a Saab convertible include , and This guide is intended to provide general
guidance only. It is not intended to give you advice on your personal financial circumstances.
You should seek independent professional advice if you're unsure about anything mentioned in
this guide or what choices to make. Car Loans. Ads posted, Monday 22nd February 20 images.
Poole, Dorset. Saab vector convertible auto Seaton Delaval, Tyne and Wear. Saab convertible
for sale Forest Fields, Nottinghamshire. Saab 2. Saab 1. Pagination Previous Currently on Page
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Next. From what year should I buy a second-hand Saab convertible? How much is a
second-hand Saab convertible? About the FAQs This guide is intended to provide general
guidance only. Top searches Top locations. Saab convertible in Northern Ireland Saab
convertible in Scotland. Buy and sell in a snap Get the app for the best Gumtree experience. The
series expands the trim levels while dropping the limited-edition Turbo X sedan and wagon from
the lineup. The 2. The new Saab is virtually unchanged from the model, which underwent many
design and performance enhancements. During the X was launched at the Geneva auto show.
The SAAB Convertible 1. SAAB Convertible 2. The model of the Saab is, just like the 4-door
sedan and the 4-door station wagon, the first member of the second generation of the car
introduced by Saab in The new Convertible comes with a brand new look, improved by the new
front bumper and by the reshaped headlights. The safety features are again top-class as they
include the high-end Saab Active Head Restraints technology. The edition of Saab's Aero
Convertible is an upgraded model of the release which came now with an improved and more
modern look. The whole body kit has been redesigned although the first things you notice at the
new car are the front bumper and the headlights. Similar to the model, this new Aero
Convertible comes with a single engine option, a 2. The Aero Convertible is the top model of the
Saab range which combines an exclusive and elegant look with high-performance features. The
convertible body style offers 4 seats although most people say that the Aero Convertible isn't a
very spacious car. Available in two transmission versions, a 5-speed manual or a 4-speed
automatic, the Aero Convertible had the latest safety features dev The Saab range was
introduced in as a successor of the series. It was offered as a hatchback, a coupe, and a

convertible. It was developed and produced under GM management. Even if there are not so
many days to drive with the top down in Sweden, the Swedish company built convertibles since
its first model, the 92 , which featured a textile roof also known as cabrio-coach v All rights
reserved. SAAB Convertible. A tasteful retouch makes the Saab one of the most attractive
entry-luxury cars on the road, but it can't disguise the car's advancing age and lack of
refinement in the face of hugely competent German and Japanese rivals. Though the is the most
mainstream car ever sold by Saab, it remains a niche choice among entry-level luxury sedans,
wagons and convertibles. This works both to its benefit and detriment. On the upside, the Saab
has a distinct Scandinavian charm. Its styling looks as modern as any peer's, yet its design
cues are a refreshing break from the mainline aesthetic. On the downside, its middle-of-the-road
driving dynamics and interior furnishings are forgettable in a class that demands excellence.
With a full redesign still a couple years off, Saab has attempted to extend the 's shelf life by
giving it an exterior makeover and an all-wheel-drive option for A new grille, a more rounded
hood and revised body-side moldings are the most noticeable components of the styling
refresh. We suspect Saab fans will like how the grille's design pays homage to much-loved past
Saabs like the 99 and More interesting, however, is the all-wheel-drive system available on the
Aero sedan and wagon midway through the year. At a steady cruising speed, XWD sends more
than 90 percent of engine power to the front wheels. Under acceleration or in low-grip
situations, the system's electronic brain sends torque rearward to enhance traction. Buyers
also have the option of ordering a rear electronic limited-slip differential known as eLSD that
further improves grip on slippery roads and tidies up the car's cornering line on dry pavement.
The sophisticated new XWD system is a bright spot, as it adds a level of driver involvement that
has been absent from Saabs for years. Additionally, when equipped with XWD, the Saab Aero
picks up a higher-boost version of the turbocharged, 2. But even with its newfound grip and
power, the Aero XWD isn't hard-edged enough to be considered a true sport sedan or sport
wagon. This could change with the Turbo X, which has the firmer suspension the has always
needed. We question Saab's decision to leave the 's interior unchanged during this refresh. The
cabin is attractive at a glance, particularly with the two-tone leather option, but closer
inspection reveals low-quality plastics and inconsistent fit and finish. To be sure, the new
all-wheel-drive system is capable and useful enough to make the Aero XWD and Turbo X
interesting dark horse candidates, particularly for buyers in wet-weather climates. But if you
want an entry-luxury sedan, wagon or convertible that's buttoned down on every detail, we'd
advise you to shop around a bit before buying a Saab The Saab is a compact, entry-level luxury
car available in sedan, wagon "SportCombi" and convertible body styles -- all of which come in
2. Front-wheel drive is standard on the , and later in the year, an all-wheel-drive system will be
available on Aero sedans and wagons. The 2. Sedans and SportCombi wagons have a
split-folding rear seat, while convertibles come with a fully automatic power cloth top. In
addition to a turbocharged V6 engine, the Aero model adds inch alloy wheels, firmer
suspension tuning, adaptive bi-xenon headlights, front sport seats with power adjustments for
the passenger , metallic interior trim and an upgraded Bose stereo with an in-dash CD changer.
Aero sedans and wagons have a sunroof. Many of the Aero's features are available on the 2.
Options across both trims include a navigation system, rear parking sensors and seat heaters.
Buyers who opt for a Aero XWD can also get an electronic limited-slip rear differential. Another
alternative for buyers who want all-wheel drive is the limited-edition Saab Turbo X sedan and
wagon. It's equipped similarly to the regular Aero XWD, but has inch wheels; a lowered and
firmer suspension with self-leveling rear shock absorbers; larger brakes; black leather seats
and faux carbon-fiber interior trim. Standard on Saab 2. Front-wheel-drive Aero models get a
turbocharged 2. All-wheel-drive Aero sedans and wagons get a higher-boost version of the
turbo-6 rated at hp and lb-ft of torque. A six-speed manual gearbox is standard on all s. A
five-speed automatic is optional on 2. Both automatics offer separate sport and manual modes.
Every Saab features antilock disc brakes, stability control, OnStar telematics, active head
restraints and front-seat side airbags. The sedan and SportCombi wagon come with full-length
side curtain airbags, while convertibles get a rollover protection system. The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration rates the Saab sedan and wagon at four out of five stars for
frontal-impact protection. In the side-impact category, the received five stars for front-occupant
safety and four stars for the rear. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the "Top
Safety Pick" honors based on its "Good" ratings the highest possible in the agency's
frontal-offset crash, side-impact crash and head-restraint effectiveness tests. Both the 2. The
higher-boost version of the turbo V6 on Saab Aero XWD models adds some excitement to the
range, as it delivers noticeably sharper low-end response. The automatic transmissions can be
reluctant with downshifts in "D," but they respond with reasonable haste in sport mode. The
manual transmission is easy to shift, but the shifter's rubberiness through the gates detracts

from a sporting feel. The 's ride is smooth and quiet over well-groomed pavement, but the
suspension loses composure over bumps and ruts. Steering is light and accurate, but body roll
around corners is excessive even on the more athletic Aero model. Enthusiasts would be wise
to wait for a Aero XWD or Turbo X, as the all-wheel-drive cars' exceptional grip makes for a
more engaging driving experience. The Saab 's cabin offers decent ergonomics and very
comfortable front seats, but neither materials quality nor fit and finish are up to par for this
class. The sedan and wagon are sufficiently roomy, but legroom is tight for adults seated in the
back of the convertible. Given the choice, we'd go with a Turbo X sedan or wagon, as those
models have more aggressively bolstered front seats and a softer-grip steering wheel. The Saab
can carry more than most cars in its class; it offers 15 cubic feet of trunk space in the sedan
and The wagon offers Everyone has that fun ex-girlfriend you keep going back to even though
you know she's all wrong for you. Or that reality show you can't stop watching even though you
know it's rotting your brain. You like them, but doing so doesn't make any rational sense. It's a
sport wagon with Mt. Denali high points and Death Valley low points. We walked away liking it,
but knowing that we could only recommend it to a guy named Sven who has two kids and lives
at the top of Latigo Canyon Road. Of course, the Turbo X is only going to be produced for in
teeny-tiny numbers -- sedans and Sport Combi wagons, to be precise -- which might make you
wonder why we're even bothering to road test it in the first place. The added bits and pieces
between the two cars can really only be appreciated when tearing through a serpentine road. Of
course, if you can't enjoy said potential, the Aero and its more comfortable ride should do you
nicely, while still offering the same turbocharged V6, smart all-wheel-drive system and
communicative steering. So does that mean the Turbo X is the ex-girlfriend, while the Aero is
the gal you should take down the aisle? Well, no. All of the Turbo X's major low points are
actually shared with the Aero -- cramped backseat, disappointing fuel economy, chintzy interior
and most of all, an absurdly high price. The Aero is no different. If we were to buy a Saab ,
there's no doubt that we'd track down one of the very few Turbo X Sport Combis. But that's a
pretty unrealistic if. No amount of adept handling, wagon utility and Saab funkiness can make
up for such huge drawbacks. We just couldn't marry Jenny. The Used Saab Convertible is
offered in the following styles: 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Saab Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Saab lease specials Check out Saab lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Subpar interior materials and build quality, too much body roll on
Aero model, ride can be choppy over bumps. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Find savings on the for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the
first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. All Saab s
benefit from an exterior refresh. Notably, all body trim is monochromatic this year. A more
significant development is the January arrival of an optional all-wheel-drive system for Aero
sedans and wagons. These AWD s get a more potent, horsepower version of the turbocharged
V6. Only will come to the U. The Turbo X sedan gains a rear spoiler. Other updates for include a
5-hp bump for front-drive Aeros and minor changes to the standard and optional equipment
lists. Read more. Write a review See all 90 reviews. Great Drop Top for Weekend Drives. For a
weekend driver the Saab price was a bargain. Why spend 40 grand what this listed for when new
to get that wind in your hair feeling, when you can get a used Saab that has some class to it?
Granted it can get expensive, but I do a lot of my own work, brakes, filters, oil, plugs, belts etc.
The car itself is solid, tight steering, easy to work on, hugs the road, very quiet for a cloth top,
and the 2. MPG is terrific. The car is a looker, easy to park, gets plenty of comments and you
don't see many of them around. The trunk with the top down can hold enough luggage for a
long weekend. This is just right if you want a nice looking car gets plenty of attention, and if
taken care of the has good reliability reviews. Since my original post in February I received two
recall notices, one for the airbag and another for the seat belt, both of which were repaired by
our local dealer. The Saab sat in the garage all winter and was started up every week. I am using
synthetic oil, replaced the spark plugs, new battery, put on new brakes, and enjoying the ride.

Now the warmer weather is here, it has been driven several times with no issues and look
forward to the weekends. I now have 98, miles and it still runs like a champ. I has a MR2 which
was a good car, but had no trunk or room for storage. The Saab is easier to get into, small
enough to park in tight areas, yet big enough to carry a few bags of groceries. The back seat
isn't roomy, but is big enough for guests on short notice on a spur of the moment trips. We are
very happy with this vehicle it, was inexpensive as a used rag top, you don't see many on the
road, we get lots of compliments, great gas mileage, and enough storage for a weekend jaunt
for two retired people. The only drawback is you need the OnStar feature for the Bluetooth to
work. Since GM no longer services Saab, the buttons are useless. It doesn't affect the
performance of the vehicle and isn't a crucial factor for me. Here it is , and the Saab is still
running great. A great car for a weekend jaunt, and love the compliments especially with the top
down! Read less. Why the hell didn't I consider a Saab before? I was in the market for a new car
and was looking through all of the usual suspects; BMW, Mercedes, Infinity, Cadillac I had a
very strict amount that I was willing to spend because of kids in college and having to purchase
another vehicle for my wife and another for my daughter who gets her license in less than a
year. So, while I was looking I happened to come across a couple of used Saab convertibles. I
did some research and I could not find one really negative review. That was cool. I then called a
trusted Euro Repair shop in my area. We discussed the Saab turbo 4 cylinder engine, reliability.
His overall input was that it was very reliable, fun and easy to work on car. So, with that I went
to go take a look at the car. It was Silver with Black interior and it was in phenomenal shape.
Very good maintenance records and it had been taken care of. Car Fax showed everything was
clean. Away we went for the test drive! I immediately noticed that the instrument cluster is laid
out very logically and easy to read. I absolutely love the ignition being in the center console. It's
different! I fire it up, drop it in drive and head out on the test. Tight steering, front wheel drive
'pull' feels different than rear wheel drive 'push', but it bites and performs really well. Quite, low
road noise and surprising performance are things that hit me right away. Seats are very firm but
comfortable. I approach the freeway and push the pedal down. Great acceleration, handling and
we quickly reach 85mph in no time and all of this while not even being in 'Sport' mode. I've
driven and owned pretty much every import and I am embarrassed to say that I never looked at
a Saab before. The fact that the company is no longer around makes me wonder if they would
have been a little more Marketing savvy, if they would still be around. Who knows!!?? What I do
know is that I love this car. Convertible top works flawlessly, it looks great, it performs
incredibly well. Gas mileage is exceptional given the performance. Bang for the buck, I could
not have made a better choice. I'm looking forward to many road trips in this awesome ride!
Great fun! My criteria included 1 fun to drive, 2 performance, 3 curb appeal, 4 amenities, and 5
price. The Aero Convertible had it all. The 6-speed manual is fun to drive, and performs like a
champ. It has a great look, small on the outside, but comfortable on the inside. I love the Xenon
lights and the Bose Stereo. And this vehicle, steel gray with black top, had been meticulously
maintained, with only minor wear noted. The key fob is also really cool. Although the interior
materials may not be up to others, it is not worthy of the criticims. Absolutely love this car. Had
mine for two years now as a daily driver. I put miles a day on the car and my drive is the best
part of my day. Great performance out of the 2. The car accelerates effortlessly. No slowing
down in the corners, the car holds the road while the seats keep me steady and comfortable.
This truly is a FUN car to drive. Gas mileage is better than expected. See all 90 reviews of the
Used Saab Convertible. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the
Sign Up. Search Studies. Used Cars. Used Convertibles. Used Saab Convertibles. Cars Owners
Keep the Longest. Most Popular Cars in See more studies X Message:. Used Saab 2. Category:
Used Cars. Dealer Rating:. Location: Haines City, FL Location: Philadelphia, PA Location:
Willowbrook, IL Location: Falls Church, VA Location: Hazel Crest, IL Get email alerts for price
drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like to view the latest search results?
Zip Code Required X. What is the average price for Used Saab Convertibles? How many are for
sale and priced below market? Popular Saab Models. Keep me posted on new listings X. Email
me new car listings and price drops matching this search:. Email Please specify correct email.
By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this
car X. Email me when the price of this listing drops:. Please specify correct email. Email me for
all future saved listings. The search has been saved X. The search has been saved. Would you
like to get email alerts for new listings and price drops for the search? Subscribe No. Great
Deal. Good Deal. Fair Deal. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We've expanded
your search filters to show more results. Please see below. Find used car trade in, resell,
certified pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other

factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Saab
Convertible. Saab Year Convertible. Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all
aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the
Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission
Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done.
Drag map to chose location. Price Reduced. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote
presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen
immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with.
You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the
instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Important: deep scratches or rust
spots on the polished cylinder shafts require us to replace the cylinder shafts, which we
manufacture out of hardened, stainless steel. There is a surcharge for shaft replacement, if
needed. If we can polish out existing damage, then there is no surcharge. Once we receive your
cylinders, the turn around time for Saab cylinders is days for rebuild service and we will ship
the cylinders back to you by Priority U. Mail days delivery time. Top Hydraulics also
manufactures new hydraulic hoses also called lines or pipes for all Saab models. All hoses for
1st Generation s are listed on the website - please contact us for specific 2nd Generation hoses
that you do not find listed. Top Hydraulics is the leading manufacturer of aftermarket
convertible top hydraulic hoses, serving over 30 brands and far exceeding OEM specs. Top
Hydraulics is the leading manufacturer of replacement hoses for your Saab cabriolet hydraulics
- far exceeding OEM specs, and hoses are always in stock. Rebuilding and upgrading hydraulic
system components for your First Generation Saab or Saab Viggen Convertible - Top
Hydraulics' quality is unmatched! We upgrade your cylinder s by replacing the tiny OEM rod
seal with a much larger one made of superior materials, and adding custom caps made of CNC
machined stainless steel to accommodate these superior seals. Our seals are not sensitive to
water and are resistant to most additives in hydraulic fluid. This results in a much longer
service life than the standard OEM cylinders for a fraction of the price. Our Core Exchange
option makes this as easy as buying a new cylinder - you only have to ship back your old
cylinder s afterwards for core credit. Top Hydraulics also rebuilds and upgrades convertible
hydraulic pumps, as well as manufacturing our own upgraded hydraulic lines. Owning and
driving a convertible with an automatic top is prestigious, convenient and exciting - let Top
Hydraulics help you enjoy your beautiful car even more by making your convertible top system
truly better than new! The distinction is simple: if you need to turn a handle to lock and unlock
the front, then you have a 1st Generation model. The 2nd generation locks and unlocks
automatically. These cylinders typically fail first in the rear of the cylinder. The OEM Original
Equipment Manufacturer cylinders have front and rear caps that are sealed from the cylinder
bodies with a seal material that decays over time. Top Hydraulics replaces those seals with a far
superior material that is not sensitive to water and is resistant to most additives in hydraulic
fluid. Our seals have a larger cross section for a superior static seal. The OEM cylinders rely on
a tiny o-ring to energize a very thin, flat rod seal. The o-rings loose elasticity over time, and the
OEM rod seals wear out. Top Hydraulics manufactures and installs its own precision CNC
machined front caps in these cylinders, so that the tiny OEM rod seals can be replaced with Top
Hydraulics' own u-cup seals for a far more reliable seal and much longer service life. In
addition, the size and geometry of Top Hydraulics' u-cups is forgiving to tiny scratches and
imperfections in the cylinder rods aka piston rods or shafts , caused during the original
manufacture, during removal from the car, during installation into the car, or by impurities in the
hydraulic fluid. Top Hydraulics replaces the port seals where the hydraulic hoses attach and
ships spares with each cylinder, in case your mechanic accidentally pinches an o-ring while
installing the hydraulic hose. Owning and driving a convertible with an automatic top is
prestigious, convenient and exciting - let Top Hydraulics help you enjoy your beautiful car even
more by making your convertible top system truly better than new!. Core Exchange is now
available for Saab cylinders! Price listed is for Standard Rebuild Service - You send in your
cylinders to be rebuilt. Once we receive your pump, the turn around time is up to one week for
rebuild service and we will ship the pump back to you by Priority U. Home Saab. Select Your
Vehicle. Saab You remove your cylinders you would like to have rebuilt, and send them to us.
Core Exchange is currently available only for 1st generation Saab cylinders. Not sure whether
your Saab convertible is a 1st or 2nd Generation? Active filters. All internal seals get upgraded,
guaranteed much better than a brand new part. Refine your search. Se 81 Turbo 43 I 26 Turbo
Se 18 2. Manual Automatic Convertible Sedan Front Gasoline Classic Cars Se Turbo Popular
Similar Cars. Saab Convertible For Sale results. Refine search. Google Ads. Cars with a
personal touch since We specialize in sales, service and parts for saabs of all years. We offer a
wide arrange of oem and aftermarket saab parts and accessories. New and used saabs

available!! Super low mile S Convertible, Heated front seats, Remote keyless entry. Use this as a
guide when comparing vehicles. Extended warranties are available. These imported, pre-owned,
certified vehicles are of the highest quality and in near-perfect condition. Most of these vehicles
have only had one or two previous owners. The exclusive carfax buyback guarantee reduces
the risk involved in buying a used car. Every call gets my personal attention jay. AS- IS no
warrantymechanic's special. No Emails Please All vehicles are safety inspected and road tested
by ownership. We also service what we sell. Please verify any information in question with
bel-air motors. Automatic, power windows and locks, premium sound, very clean inside and out
and very well maintained. No description entered. Perfect fun ride for the summer!! Car runs
great and strong!! The paint is in great shape and condition. The
tps jeep grand cherokee
wiring 2 gang 2 way light switch diagram
2014 chevy silverado mods
exterior is clean and in good condition. The engine is functioning properly and has no issues.
The transmission shifts very smoothly. The battery is in excellent condition. Saab Convertible
for summer! Black exterior with tan leather interior. Two door with decent back seat area. Saab
Convertible for summer. Smooth engine and transmission, well driven, well maintained. Beige
color leather seats Leather Seats. Contact jaylee's auto sales, inc. Vehicle appears to be
accurate in condition to what the miles reads, however vehicle is almost 30 years old and
cannot guarantee miles to be accurate. This may be the finest low mileage SAAB convertible
available. There is no body or interior damage nor is there any rust anywhere. It's in nice shape
for its age and mileage. Garry Small completely reconditions Saabs prior to selling! Since the
last Saab produced for the U. This vehicle would make a great parts car, but the car runs and
drives buy with confidence! Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

